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1. Introduction

The Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare (hereinafter the ‘Tallinn Manual’) was an ambitious project taken on by a group of experts brought together at the initiative of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (hereinafter ‘NATO’) Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence based in Tallinn, Estonia. It commenced in 2009 and, after three years, the International Group of Experts (hereinafter ‘the Experts’) produced a manual on the law governing cyber warfare.

Estonia was the victim of much publicised cyber attacks in 2007, which have energised the ongoing legal debate on the nature of cyber warfare, especially between States. The cyber attacks started after a dispute arose over the removal of a war memorial in Tallinn which angered ethnic Russians living there. Estonia is one of the most wired countries in the world and, therefore, it was a prime target for the wave of Distributed Denial of Service attacks (hereinafter ‘DDoS’) which took place. Such attacks essentially overload sites with traffic so that users may not access them. Over the course of three weeks, different sites ranging from those of news outlets to banks were jammed. It was claimed that some of the attacks could be traced back to Russia, even from State authorities, although Russia has always denied involvement.2

The approach the Experts took is important to note in order to understand the entire rationale behind the Tallinn Manual. In the words of Michael Schmitt3 in his address at CyCon 2012, ‘there is no effort to progressively develop the law’ and the Tallinn Manual
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is an application of accepted norms in international law. It is an exercise in *lex lata*, not *lex ferenda* i.e. an exercise in the law which currently exists and not an attempt to create law. The Experts drew from several established treaties and judgments, among them the Geneva and Hague Conventions and the *Nicaragua* judgment. Consequently, there are few Rules in the Tallinn Manual which do not have an exact analogous provision in a Treaty elsewhere or are not reflected in customary international law.

This firmly places the Tallinn Manual within the school that believes that established international law may be applied to cyber warfare.

Throughout the Tallinn Manual (as noted by the Experts in the Commentaries to each of the Rules) the challenges arising from the apt application of established international law principles to the realm of cyber warfare are never lacking, none more so than the crucial question of defining ‘attacks’ within the cyber context. The Tallinn Manual is particularly concerned with *jus in bello* (the law of armed conflict or international humanitarian law) and *jus ad bellum* (the set of rules to be consulted before engaging in war) and does not deal with cyber crime in general or cyber terrorism. It also treats cyber espionage which is an increasing concern to many States, most notably between the United and China. This legal update focuses on the rules set out for *jus ad bellum*. The Tallinn Manual deals with attacks between cyber platforms, even if repercussions are felt in the physical world. It does not, for example, treat a mission which sets out to bomb a physical cyber control centre. That would fall within the realm of conventional warfare whose target simply happens to be a centre devoted to cyber infrastructure, in the same way that it could have been any other military building. Instead the Experts considered how established international law principles may be extended to the treatment of warfare by cyber means in the same way as had been done with the invention of nuclear weapons. For example, the rule that ‘civilians and non-combatants remain under the protection and authority of the principles of international law’ has been incorporated within the Tallinn Manual.
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Schmitt notes that ‘it has been well accepted that a lack of directly applicable treaty law does not create an international humanitarian law-free zone’\(^9\) and, furthermore, that ‘the Experts rejected any characterisation of cyberspace as a distinct domain subject to a discrete body of law’\(^10\) as the ‘application of international law to cyber activities is accordingly a matter of identifying the relevant legal principles that bear on the person, place, object, or type of activity in question.’\(^11\)

### 2. Sovereignty and Jurisdiction

The point of departure is that no single State has jurisdiction over cyberspace as a whole. Therefore, the Tallinn Manual begins with: ‘A State may exercise control over cyber infrastructure and activities within its sovereign territory.’\(^12\) Sovereignty over cyber infrastructure may be exercised regardless of whether it is Government or privately owned.\(^13\) The fact that any given cyber infrastructure is part of a more global network does not imply a waiver of a State’s sovereignty.\(^14\) The territorial limit also includes the seabed of the territorial sea, important to note because submarine cables often carry international internet communications.\(^15\) The exercise of sovereign rights is especially poignant when considering shut downs to the access of the Internet, as has been happening in the Syrian conflict for the last two years.\(^16\) The legitimacy of this often comes into question. A State has the right to do this, provided it complies with international human rights and telecommunications law.\(^17\)

A State may exercise its jurisdiction:

- (a) Over persons engaged in cyber activities in its territory;
- (b) Over cyber infrastructure located in its territory; and
- (c) Extraterritorially, in accordance with international law.\(^18\)

Under the above Rules, the exercise of jurisdiction afforded by the Tallinn Manual is on several bases including Subjective Jurisdiction, when the cyber operation has been initiated within a State’s territory, irrespective of where the effects occur; and Objective Jurisdiction, when the effects of cyber operations initiated outside a State’s territory are
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felt within it, as happened in the Estonia attacks.\textsuperscript{19} These attacks had grave effects such as the interference with banking systems and governmental functions.\textsuperscript{20} The Experts also noted that other theories of jurisdiction may also be adopted including the Active Personality Principle (due to the nationality of the perpetrator); the Passive Personality Principle (due to the nationality of the victim); and, most relevant, the Protective Principle (on the basis of national security).\textsuperscript{21} The possible application of all the above principles does signify that multiple States may enjoy jurisdiction over a particular cyber incident,\textsuperscript{22} especially in light of mobile-computing devices and cloud-based services. It is important, however, that actual physical presence is established.\textsuperscript{23}

The requirement for physical presence raises the point of the inherent difficulty in determining jurisdiction due to such techniques as hiding Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. The complex and international nature of network infrastructures does not, in its very nature, co-operate with the traditional notions of territorial sovereignty. However, some certainty may be derived from the above rules so as not to deny a State the right to exercise sovereignty where it is clear that it may do so.\textsuperscript{24} Furthermore, a State’s cyber infrastructure is granted sovereign immunity if devoted solely to Government purposes,\textsuperscript{25} in much the same way that ships owned by the State enjoy this immunity. By way of example, a denial of service attack against a State’s military satellite would be a violation of sovereign immunity.

3. State Responsibility and Attribution

Rule 6 of the Tallinn Manual lays out that a State shall bear international legal responsibility for a cyber operation attributable to it. This is based on customary international law and reflected in the International Law Commission’s Articles on State Responsibility.\textsuperscript{26} The matter is quite straightforward when concerned with State organs that, even if acting beyond their instructions but still officially, shall be attributable to the State.\textsuperscript{27}

The notion of attribution becomes complex when considering non-State actors. For the purposes of this Rule, persons or entities authorised by the State shall be equated to
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State organs, for example Emergency Response Teams authorised to defend government cyber infrastructure and networks.\textsuperscript{28} Consider the example where a State employs private citizens to carry out its work; whereby under Article 8 of the Article on State Responsibility, the State shall be held responsible because the private entity is ‘acting on the instructions’ of the State.\textsuperscript{29} The Experts made reference to two prolific judgments on the matter which sets out relevant tests.\textsuperscript{30} The first is the ‘effective control’ test described by the International Court of Justice (hereinafter ‘ICJ’).\textsuperscript{31} This test holds that a State is only responsible for the actions of non-State actors if the actors are in ‘complete dependence’ of the State. In the Nicaragua judgment, which sets out this test, although the US had financed and organised the rebels fighting the Nicaraguan Government, it did not have ‘effective control’ over the operations in which the violations were committed.\textsuperscript{32}

The second is the ‘overall control’ test introduced by the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (hereinafter ‘ICTY’) in the Tadić case, which is a less stringent test.\textsuperscript{33} The ‘overall control’ test would need to be beyond ‘the mere financing and equipping of such forces and involv[e] also participation in the planning and supervision of military operations.’\textsuperscript{34} The State ‘needs to have issued specific instructions or directed or controlled a particular operation [...] Merely encouraging or otherwise expressing support for the independent acts of non-State actors does not meet the [...] threshold.’\textsuperscript{35} However, if the tools provided by one State land in the hands of insurgents acting against another State but under no instruction from the first State, then the latter should not be held responsible.\textsuperscript{36} Furthermore, there was the significant contribution made by the Tehran Hostages case\textsuperscript{37} which adopts Article 11 of the Articles
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on State Responsibility, where acts are attributable if ‘the State acknowledges and adopts the conduct in question as its own’.38

As a final corollary, simply because a cyber operation originates from a Governmental infrastructure does not automatically signify that the State should be held responsible.39 Furthermore, ‘[t]he fact that a cyber operation has been routed via the cyber infrastructure located in a State is not sufficient evidence for attributing the operation to that State.’40

4. Re-Imagining the Concept of ‘Use of Force’

The ICJ has stated that the prohibition on use of force and the right to self-defence applies ‘regardless of the weapons employed’.41 Therefore, uses of force by cyber means may too be prohibited. Rule 10 of the Tallinn Manual reads: ‘[a] cyber operation that constitutes a threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or that is in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations, is unlawful.’42

The above rule is a reflection of a promulgated customary international norm. The Tallinn Manual suggests a definition of ‘use of force’ in cyberspace based on the effects-based threshold: ‘A cyber operation constitutes a use of force when its scale and effects are comparable to non-cyber operations rising to the level of a use of force.’43 Here we have one of the most crucial complexities of applying established norms to the realm of cyber warfare. Based on previous agreements at an international level, the Experts concluded that economic coercion does not constitute a use of force.44

To treat the remaining scenarios where actions fall short of use of force, the Experts identified eight key factors:45
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1. **Severity**
A cyber operation that results in ‘damage, destruction, injury, or death’ will be considered as a use of force but acts which generate ‘mere inconvenience or irritation’ will not be considered as such.

2. **Immediacy**
A State is more likely to categorise an act as a use of force if the repercussions are felt quickly.

3. **Directness**
The causal relationship between a cyber operation and its consequences must be manifest. The Experts, here, say that the effects of economic sanctions, for example, take long to be felt and might not easily be deemed uses of force.

4. **Invasiveness**
The degree to which a cyber operation intrudes into targeted systems is critical to exclude attacks which would not fall under the regime of cyber warfare, such as attacks aimed at non-State agencies, which have no great impact on the State.

5. **Measurability of the effects**
Technological consequences are difficult to quantify but if they may be expressed in real terms then it is more likely that they are deemed uses of force.

6. **Military character of the cyber operation**
7. **Extent of State involvement**
8. **Presumptive legality**

The Experts argue that, generally, in international law, acts that are not forbidden are permitted. This emanates from a decision taken by the Permanent Court of International Justice.\(^{46}\)

5. **Self-Defence**

‘A State that is the target of a cyber operation that rises to the level of an armed attack may exercise its inherent right of self-defence. Whether a cyber operation constitutes an armed attack depends on its scale and effects.’\(^{47}\)

The Tallinn Manual has adopted one of the three main approaches which scholars have used to treat the application of self-defence to armed attacks – the effects-based approach. The other two are the target-based approach and the instrument-based approach. The latter treats a cyber attack as an armed attack only if it uses military weapons. The target-based approach limits the application to internationally accepted targets, usually military or specifically State sponsored ones. The effects-based approach provides the most dynamic interpretation of the three, useful due to the lack of foreseeability of cyber warfare.


\(^{47}\) Tallinn Manual (n 1) Rule 13.
Importantly, the Experts note that ‘the term ‘armed attack’ is not to be equated with the term ‘use of force’ appearing in Rule 11’.48 The ICJ stated that not every use of force rises to the level of an armed attack49 and only when it does reach that level is a State allowed to use force as self-defence. Essentially, the main criterion for categorising an attack as armed is that the act needs to be grave.50 Therefore, some cases can easily be categorised as armed attacks, such as those which result in the injury of persons or property. The Experts agreed that acts of cyber intelligence gathering and brief interruption of non-essential cyber services do not rise to the level of armed attacks.51

The Experts themselves recognise the ambiguity of the definition given and felt it was unclear at which point death, injury, damage, destruction, or suffering caused by a cyber operation failed to qualify as an armed attack.52 They did consider if a State were the subject of multiple cyber operations which cumulatively would have a destructive effect but would not alone qualify as armed attacks. Such is the likely risk of collective ‘pinprick attacks’. In such cases, the determining factors are whether or not they were carried out with the same objective and whether, cumulatively, they satisfy the requisite scale and effects threshold.53

With regard to cases which fall short of injury, death or destruction but which are otherwise disturbing, the Experts, once again, could not reach a consensus, the prime example being a cyber attack on the New York Stock Exchange, causing the market to crash. Some Experts did not want to label it an ‘armed attack’ because it was a case of financial loss; others felt the effects would be too serious not to be considered as such.54 This highlights the practical difficulties of eliminating economic repercussions as per conventional interpretations.

In determining whether a cyber attack is an armed attack or not, the Experts suggest the inclusion of the factor of foreseeability of the effects. By way of example, if a cyber operation targets a water purification plant, contamination of water and illness are foreseeable consequences.55 The majority agreed that the original intention of the attack does not determine whether an operation is an armed attack or not. For example, an espionage operation which results in grave damage would still merit self-defence.56 By extension, the Experts felt that a third party State is entitled to invoke self-defence if there are
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spill-over effects from attacks between two other States which reach the scale and effects criteria. The object of the attack, however, does influence whether it is classified as an armed attack or not, so that damage to State property, for example, is more likely to be deemed an armed attack. The question of non-State property would have to be determined on a case-by-case basis. All in all, the Experts felt that there has, as yet, been no attack which fulfils the criteria of an armed attack despite the popularity of the term 'cyber war'.

Once an operation is assessed to be an armed attack, self-defence may be exercised. Any self-defence undertaken must be necessary and proportionate and the right to it arises if the attack is imminent. If passive cyber defences, for example firewalls are sufficient then they must be used in lieu of other more aggressive measures. Furthermore, defences need not necessarily be of the same nature. States may retaliate with cyber force to a kinetic attack and vice versa, so long as the criteria are met.

‘Immediacy’ of the response, as a criterion, aims to distinguish ‘an act of self-defence from mere retaliation’ and refers to the period immediately following the attack. The Experts offer the test of reasonableness to determine the period within which a response is to be initiated.

Until arriving at a satisfactory assessment of the situation, the victim-State may use non-forceful measures and refer the matter to the Security Council. Countermeasures are another alternative which the Tallinn Manual considers in Rule 9. Countermeasures are responses to internationally wrongful acts in order to procure cessation and reparation. The Experts agreed that if the act has ceased then countermeasures are not justified. Countermeasures are distinct from actions on the
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65 ibid Rule 15 cmt 7; Rule 18 states:
   Should the United Nations Security Council determine that an act constitutes a threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression, it may authori[s]e non forceful measures, including cyber operations. If the Security Council considers such measures to be inadequate, it may decide upon forceful measures, including cyber measures.
66 ‘A State injured by an internationally wrongful act may resort to proportionate countermeasures, including cyber countermeasures, against the responsible State.’
67 Tallinn Manual (n 1) Rule 9 cmt 3.
68 ibid.
basis of the ‘plea of necessity’,\(^{69}\) whereby protective measures which violate the interests of other States may be invoked in exceptional circumstances. The Experts believe that it is under the plea of necessity where counter-hacking would be justified.\(^{70}\) However, they note that the International Law Commission has stated that the ‘plea of necessity’ may be invoked when there are no other options available and this may not ‘seriously impair essential interests of other States or those of the international community as a whole’.\(^{71}\)

### 6. Conclusion

The Tallinn Manual is a welcome contribution to an area where very little consensus has been reached. It is an area which has, as yet, no clear delineation, where the terms ‘cyber warfare’, ‘cyber terrorism’ and ‘cybercrime’ are still often used interchangeably resulting in significant confusion. Some writers have scorned the application of international law to cyber warfare citing the very nature of the Internet\(^{72}\) which cannot be based on traditional ideas of territorial jurisdiction. Others have even suggested that altogether new frameworks must be created to aptly deal with cyber warfare.\(^{73}\)

Nevertheless, the Tallinn Manual will continue to generate discussion, not least of which because of some of its more controversial claims.\(^{74}\) The United States has, most notably, acknowledged the growing concern of cyber warfare, going to so far as to set up the United States Cyber Command in 2009. It has admitted to orchestrating State-sponsored attacks, codenamed ‘Olympic Games’\(^{75}\) wherein Iran’s nuclear program was deterred through the use of the Stuxnet worm, in 2009, and the Flame virus, in 2012. They adversely affected Iran’s centrifuge machines which are used to enrich uranium and
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collected valuable information. Some of the experts were of the view that Stuxnet was the only case which reached the level of an armed attack. As controversial as such a claim may be, it brings to light the new dimension of military operations.
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